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Schematic picture of a relativistic jet buried inside  
the envelope of a collapsing star – Slow-jet Supernovae (SJJ) 
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    Meson cooling times for the slow-jet core collapse 
supernovae 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
     Hadronic (thad) and electromagnetic (trad) cooling times and 

meson decay times (tdec) , as functions of energy in the 
comoving frame .  
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Neutrino Flux From Slow-Jet Core Collapse Supernovae 



Neutrino Flux with Energy-Dependent 
Z-moments 
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l  Electrons and protons are accelerated to high 
energies in the internal shocks, via the Fermi 
mechanism. Electrons cool down rapidly by 
synchrotron radiation in the presence of the 
magnetic field. 

l  In an optically thin environment, these 
relativistic electrons emit synchrotron photons 
which are observed as gamma-rays on Earth.  

 
l  The density of electrons and protons in the jet 

for a slow jet SN model: 
 

 
 





l  Depending on the optical depth, in some 
astrophysical sources photons may be 
thermalized – this is the case for SJS 

 
 
     









We define the Z-moments : 
 
 
●  For proton flux  the propagation over distance X in the co-

moving jet frame is given by  

●  The Z-moment is defined by  

 
    where  dn/dxE is the energy distribution of the meson M 

produced by N (or from M decay). 
●  Meson flux is determined by solving the evolution equation:    



« To evaluate hadronic interaction lengths, we use energy 
dependent hadronic cross sections. 

 
« The scattering length for inverse Compton scattering is 

LICN=3m4pc4/(4¾Tm2eE`pU`°) . This effective scattering 
length is rescaled by (mM/mp)4 for mesons . 

 
« The threshold energy for delta production in p-gamma 

interactions, for E=5 keV, is E`p,th=2  105 GeV . For  
     p-gamma scattering, the averaged reaction rate is   

    where n(E) is the photon number density, we include  
resonance plus continuum multiparticle production 
contributions. Photon distribution is thermal  


